Live Big.
Live Free.

Dream More. Live More.
Life is all about breaking free. Where living spaces have
breathing space, and your dreams are never cramped into a
corner. Balram Enclave brings you this life, free of the shackles
of congestion, crowds and confinement. Homes where you
get the freedom to soar high, and live big.
Balram Enclave houses 36 ultra-premium apartments that
bestow a life of exclusivity, tranquilty and luxury. Located
right in the heart of Salem, yet far from the bustling crowds.
Each Balram Enclave home is designed to breathe life into
living spaces. Expansively laid out and thoughtfully designed
to let in cheerful sunshine and blissful breeze. Equipped with
conveniences and adorned with luxuries, such as the first of
its kind skypool on the terrace. Every single aspect has been
designed to enable a life of exquisite luxury and exclusive
comforts. Say goodbye to restricted living. Breathe free at
Balram Enclave.
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Building a Legacy.
East West Realty Developers is a sister concern of East West
Pharma, one of the most reputed pharmaceutical companies
in the country. East West Realty was founded with a vision to
bring luxury living within the reach of people, by making
dream homes that are affordable yet uncompromising.
We employ world-class building technologies and designs to
create landmarks. Everything from the materials used to
construction methods and management practices, is
state-of-the-art and inspired by innovation. That’s how we
accomplish our objective of providing superior quality and
premium value. Quality and integrity are core values at East
West Realty, driven by transparent practices and initiatives.
Our future plans comprise of expansion into commercial
establishments as well as industrial infrastructure at strategic
locations. These projects will be designed to be future-ready
and offer excellent return on investment.
The venture is led by Mr. B B Mohankumar, Chariman of East
West Group of Companies. Under his astute leadership, the
company has successfully completed several industrial
projects. He is joined by his son Mr. Sabarish Mohankumar, a
management graduate who brings with him a fresh
perspective and dynamism to the venture. With both of them
at the helm, East West Realty has the right synergy of
experience and new-age thinking to head into the future and
evolve into a leading brand in the realty industry.
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Flat 1

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 2427
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Flat 2

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 2677
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Flat 3

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 2215
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Flat 4

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 1922
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Flat 5

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 1499
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Flat 6

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 1429
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Flat 7

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 1647
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Flat 8

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 1853
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Flat 9

ISOMETRIC VIEW

SUPER BUILT UP AREA (SQ.FT): 2127
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TYPICAL FLOOR

PARAPET WALL

STILT

TERRACE PLAN

PARAPET WALL

PARAPET WALL

PARAPET WALL
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AMENITIES
Natural lighting and ventilation to all living areas
Sky home with individual walls
Hydro Pneumatic plumbing network
1KV power backup for each home
Entrance lobby
Ground level covered roof party hall
Ground level covered children play area
Water treatment plant
Security system with CCTV
Fire protection system
Driver room with toilet
Servant room with toilet
Reserved Covered Car Park Area

SPECIAL AMENITIES AT TERRACE
Swimming pool with wooden deck
Gymnasium with steam
Terrace level open roof party hall
Barbeque on the terrace
Terrace garden

SPECIAL FEATURES
All living areas are vaastu compliant and
according to manaiadi sastras
Acquired Corporation, LPA Plan approval, all
government permissions
Loan facilities from reputed banks
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SPECIFICATIONS

Structure
R.C.C framed structure design for parking +
4 floors
Door
Seasoned teak wood finish frame with
panel door shutters for main door
Seasoned Ghana teak wood/ Sal wood
finish frame for other doors and Water
proof flush doors for toilets
Windows
All windows shall be of openable UPVC
windows for security, MS grill shall be
provided as per architect’s design
Flooring
Ceramic vitrified tiles flooring for hall,
dining and bedroom Ceramic / glazed tile
for bathroom flooring and wall @ 7’0” ht.

Kitchen
Supreme quality granite counter top
Plumbing and Sanitary
ISI Marked CP Fittings
CPVC/PVC pipes and fittings
White coloured sanitary fittings
Wall
Putty and double coating of coloured cement
primer with roller finish for walls. Melamine
polished finish for entrance teak door.
Electrical
3 Phase connection
AC point in all bedrooms
Conduits for TV points
Electricity backup for each home
ISI marked electrical accessories
Power backup for common areas
Lift
Automatic lift – 2 nos.
Others
Rain water harvesting system, OHT, Sump and
Septic Tank.
Corporation Drinking water in kitchen
6” Borewell (3 nos.) and open well.
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LOCATION MAP
FLOOR AREA DETAILS
TYPE

PLINTH AREA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4bhk
4bhk
3bhk
3bhk
2bhk
2bhk
3bhk
3bhk
3bhk

1971
2171
1801
1569
1221
1175
1338
1500
1716

PROMOTERS

COMMON AREA SUPER BUILT UP
(SQ.FT)
AREA (SQ.FT)
456
2427
506
2677
414
2215
353
1922
278
1499
254
1429
309
1647
353
1853
411
2127

ARCHITECT

FOR BOOKING CONTACT
Mr. T. K. Raghuram
9444446643

East West Realty Developers
Sarveswaran towers
7, Sagadevapuram Extension
Near Rajaram Nagar
Salem - 636007
Tamil Nadu
Telephone: 0427 2412241
info@eastwestrealty.in
www.eastwestrealty.in

Mr. Senthil Murugan
9344413023

SITE ADDRESS
Balram Enclave: 32/1, Ward - K, Block - 10, Ramakrishna Road ( next to Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama), Salem.
Disclaimer :- The developers reserve all the rights to make amendments in plans & specifications. This brochure does not form a part of agreement or any legal document, it is for information purpose only.
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